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Abstract: Reliable neutron-induced reaction cross sections of unstable nuclei are essential for 
nuclear astrophysics and applications but their direct measurement is often impossible. The 
surrogate-reaction method is one of the most promising alternatives to access these cross 
sections. However, its use is hampered by the need to account for the differences between the 
angular momenta and parities populated by the surrogate and the neutron-induced reactions. 
Here we show that it is possible to overcome this limitation and infer for the first time both the 
neutron-induced fission and radiative-capture cross sections of 239Pu. This was achieved by 
combining simultaneously-measured fission and γ-emission probabilities for the 240Pu(4He, 
4He’) surrogate reaction with a calculation of the angular-momentum and parity distributions 
populated in this reaction.   
Chemical elements heavier than iron are produced in stars mainly via neutron-induced 
reactions in the slow (s) and rapid (r) neutron-capture processes [1]. The recent 
detection of gravitational waves from the merger of two neutron stars [2], and the 
subsequent kilonova, consistent with being powered by the radioactive decay of nuclei 
synthesized by the r-process [3, 4], demonstrated that neutron-star mergers are an 
important r-process site. However, it is not yet clear if the r-process abundance 
distribution in the solar system is the result of one or multiple scenarios. The 
measurement of neutron-induced cross sections of key neutron-rich nuclei is an 
essential component to answer this question [5]. In the neutron-star merger scenario, 
heavy nuclei are produced. Their fission can strongly influence r-process observables 
such as abundance patterns and light curves [5, 6, 7]. Key physical quantities for 
understanding the impact of fission are neutron-induced fission cross sections and 
fission barriers. Neutron-induced reaction cross sections of radioactive nuclei are also 
crucial ingredients for the simulation of advanced nuclear energy systems [8] and for 
the production of diagnostic or therapeutic radionuclides [9, 10].  
The direct measurement of neutron-induced reaction cross sections of unstable nuclei is 
very complicated due to the radioactivity of the targets involved. Measurements in 
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inverse kinematics are not possible because free-neutron targets are not yet available. 
On the other hand, the different theoretical model predictions of these cross sections 
strongly diverge, reaching variations up to several orders of magnitude, due to the 
difficulties in describing the de-excitation process of the nucleus formed by neutron 
absorption. Indeed, the de-excitation process is ruled by fundamental properties (nuclear 
level densities, fission barriers, etc.) for which the existing nuclear models give very 
different results when no experimental data are available [11, 12].  
Several indirect approaches have been developed to overcome these issues [13, 14], 
such as the Oslo [14] and the surrogate-reaction [15] methods. While all these 
techniques are used to determine radiative neutron-capture cross sections, only the 
surrogate-reaction method has also been applied to infer fission cross sections. In the 
surrogate reaction method [15], the excited nucleus produced in the neutron-induced 
reaction of interest is formed via an alternative, experimentally-accessible charged-
particle-induced reaction. The decay probabilities obtained with the alternative 
(surrogate) reaction can be used to constrain the models that describe the de-excitation 
process. In the Hauser-Feshbach (HF) statistical reaction formalism [16], the decay 
probabilities Pi,χ obtained with the surrogate (i=s) and the neutron-induced (i=n) 
reactions are given by: 
,
∗ = ∑ 
∗,  ∙ 
∗,                                 (1)  
where ∗,  are the probabilities to form the excited nucleus in a state of spin J and 
parity pi at an excitation energy ∗ by the corresponding reaction, and ∗,  are the 
probabilities that the nucleus decays from that state via the decay channel χ. The 
factorised form in eq. (1) reflects the essential assumption of the HF model that a 
compound nucleus (CN) is formed whose decay is independent of the way it was 
formed [17]. At a sufficiently high ∗ the Weisskopf-Ewing (WE) limit applies, i.e. the 
probabilities Gχ become independent of Jpi [15], thus Ps,χ≈Pn,χ and one may infer the 
neutron-induced cross section σn,χ by applying: 
 
, ≅  ∙ ,
∗
                                         (2) 
where  is the cross section for the formation of a CN after the absorption of a 
neutron of energy En.  can be calculated with the optical model with an 
uncertainty of about 5 % for nuclei near the stability valley [15]. En and ∗ are related 
via En=(∗-Sn)·(A+1)/(A), where Sn is the neutron separation energy of the CN and A is 
the mass number of the target nucleus in the neutron-induced reaction. Surrogate 
reactions were first used to infer neutron-induced fission cross sections σn,f [18]. Several 
measurements, e.g [19], have shown that the σn,f obtained with eq. (2) are in good 
agreement with directly-measured neutron data, but the WE approximation fails when 
applied to infer σn,f of even-even fissioning nuclei [20, 21] and neutron-induced 
radiative-capture cross sections σn,γ [22, 23, 24]. The observed disagreement has been 
attributed to the differences between the probability distributions Fi populated in the 
surrogate and neutron-induced reactions and to the failure of the WE limit [15]. 
Recently, Escher et al. [25] and Ratkiewicz et al. [26] have shown that the probabilities 
for observing specific γ-ray transitions in surrogate reactions combined with the 
calculated distributions Fs can be used to tune HF model parameters and significantly 
improve the predictions for σn,γ of A ≈ 90 nuclei. 
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In this work we make an important step forward and apply the surrogate-reaction 
method to simultaneously infer σn,f and σn,γ of an even-even actinide nucleus. In 
particular, we have used the 240Pu(4He,4He’)240Pu* reaction as a surrogate for the n+ 
239Pu reaction. We stress an additional significant improvement with respect to [25] and 
[26], namely that, instead of measuring the probabilities for a few selected γ-ray 
transitions, we measure the γ-emission probability, i.e. the probability that the CN 
releases its entire ∗ by emitting a cascade of γ rays. This leads to a more precise 
determination of the HF model parameters since it does not require modelling all the 
details of the γ-ray cascade. For instance, the latter modelling has to include the 
branching ratios of all the low-lying transitions, which are often unknown. However, 
measuring γ-emission probabilities of fissionable nuclei is very challenging as it 
requires removing the intense background of γ rays emitted by the fission fragments.  
 
Figure 1: Decay probabilities for fission (blue squares) and γ emission (red triangles) measured 
for the 240Pu(4He,4He’)240Pu* reaction as a function of the excitation energy ∗ of 240Pu*. The 
sum of the two probabilities is given by the black circles. The fission and the γ-emission 
probabilities calculated with eq. (1) and the values of the adjusted Talys parameters that led to 
the minimum χ2 value are represented by the blue and red solid lines, respectively. The 
∗ range used for parameter adjustment is delimited by the two vertical green lines. The neutron 
separation energy Sn of 240Pu is indicated by the vertical dotted line. The horizontal black line at 
a constant value of 1 serves to guide the eye. 
The full details of our experiment and of the data and uncertainty analysis can be found 
in [27], here we only describe the main features. A 30 MeV beam of 4He delivered by 
the Tandem accelerator of the ALTO facility in Orsay (France) impinged on a 100 
μg/cm2 PuO2 target deposited on a carbon support of the same areal density. The Ps,f 
(∗) (Ps,γ (∗)) was obtained from the measured number of scattered 4He’ and of fission 
fragments (γ-ray cascades) detected in coincidence with the 4He’. The 4He’ nuclei were 
detected with two position-sensitive silicon telescopes centred at a polar angle θ of 
138.5° with respect to the beam axis. Fission fragments were detected with an array of 
solar cells and γ rays with four C6D6 liquid scintillators and five high-purity germanium 
detectors. The number of γ cascades emitted by the fission fragments was determined by 
calculating the ratio between the number of triple coincidences 4He’/fission-fragment/γ-
ray-cascade and the fission efficiency. To determine the number of γ cascades coming 
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from the fission fragments with sufficient precision, it was necessary to maximize all 
the detection efficiencies and at the same time determine the fission and the γ-cascade 
detection efficiencies with a relative uncertainty below 10 and 20 %, respectively, 
which is a difficult task, see [27]. The decay probabilities were measured at seven 4He’ 
scattering angles θ4He’, ranging from 120.7 to 156.0° in steps of about 6°, and no 
significant differences were observed. Therefore, we determined the weighted average 
of the probabilities obtained at the individual θ4He’ angles, the results are shown in Fig. 
1. The error bars include statistical and systematic uncertainties, as well as the 
covariance between the measured quantities. 
It is the first time that both Ps,f(∗) and Ps,γ(∗) of 240Pu* have been simultaneously 
measured. This provides a stringent test of the experimental method used to infer the 
two probabilities. Fig. 1 illustrates that below 4.5 MeV only the γ-decay channel is open 
and the associated probability is 1. Between 4.5 MeV and Sn fission and γ emission are 
the only open decay channels and the sum of their probabilities must be 1. This is very 
well satisfied by our data, as shown by the black dots in Fig. 1, and validates our 
experimental procedure. For ∗ >  the sum of both probabilities is no longer 1 as 
neutron emission becomes possible and competes with fission and γ emission.  
We first used our data with eq. (2), where  was calculated with Talys 1.9 [28] 
and the parameters of the optical model given in JENDL-4.0 [29]. As shown by the red 
squares in Fig. 2, the disagreement of the resulting cross sections with the most recent 
neutron-induced data [30, 31] and the evaluations JEFF-3.3 [32], JENDL-4.0 [29] and 
ENDF/B-VIII.0 [33] is evident, especially in the case of fission at low energies. This 
proves that the WE approximation fails for both fission and radiative capture in the case 
of 240Pu*.  
 
Figure 2: Neutron-induced fission (a) and radiative-capture (b) cross sections of 239Pu as a 
function of neutron energy. The red squares are the cross sections obtained with the WE 
approximation (eq. 2). The cross sections calculated with the parameters deduced from the 
measured decay probabilities are shown as blue solid lines. The shaded blue areas indicate the 
associated uncertainties. The dash-dotted, dotted and dashed lines represent different 
evaluations. The black dots indicate the neutron-induced data by Tovesson and Hill [30] (part a) 
and by Hopkins and Diven [31] (part b).  
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To go beyond the WE hypothesis, we calculated the ∗,  distribution populated by 
the 240Pu(4He,4He’) reaction. A lane-consistent parameterization of the Jeukenne-
Leujenne-Mahaux central nucleon-nucleon (NN) effective interaction [34] was 
employed within the double-folding framework following [35]. The excited states of 
240Pu were described as members of rotational bands built from intrinsic excitations of 
the axially-deformed ground state. These excitations were determined within the quasi-
particle random-phase approximation [36]. Inelastic cross sections to each of these 
states were determined through the coupled-channel framework using a simplified 
coupling scheme. This method has been successfully applied to determine neutron 
inelastic cross sections and the corresponding Jpi distributions of actinides [37]. The 
extension to 4He scattering within the double-folding framework was benchmarked 
considering elastic and inelastic cross sections for spherical and deformed target nuclei 
[38]. Our results for ∗,  do not noticeably change within the angular range 
covered by our experiment, which is consistent with the observed insensitivity of the 
measured decay probabilities to θ4He’. The calculated Fs distribution at ∗=7.5 MeV and 
θ4He’= 140° is shown in Fig. 3. The average CN spin 〈〉 obtained for the 240Pu(4He,4He’) 
reaction is 5.6 ħ. This value is significantly larger than the 〈〉 populated by the 
absorption of a neutron leading to ∗=7.5 MeV, which according to Talys 1.9 is 〈〉≈1ħ. 
 
Figure 3: Calculated spin-parity distribution Fs of 240Pu* populated by the 240Pu(4He,4He’) 
reaction at ∗ =7.5 MeV and θ4He’ =140°.  
We then used eq. (1) to determine Ps,f(∗) and Ps,γ(∗) with the calculated ∗,  
and the probabilities ∗,  calculated with the HF formalism of Talys 1.9 [28]. The 
values and the uncertainties of several key Talys parameters needed to model the decay 
of 240Pu* were tuned to reproduce the experimental Ps,f(∗) and Ps,γ(∗) in the range 
∗ ∈ [5,7.8] MeV with a Bayesian analysis [39]. We assumed Gaussian prior 
distributions for the parameter values, as discussed in the following. Finally, these 
parameters were implemented in Talys 1.9 to calculate σn,f(En) and σn,γ(En), and the 
associated uncertainties. The calculation of the neutron-induced cross sections 
considered width-fluctuation corrections as described in [28]. 
The modelling of the de-excitation of 240Pu* included the following main ingredients. 
The level densities above the ground states of 239Pu and 240Pu were described with the 
Gilbert-Cameron formula with the recommended parameters of RIPL 3 [40]. The γ-ray 
Strength Function (γSF) was determined with the model of Goriely [41]. We assumed a 
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one-dimensional, double-humped fission barrier. The headband transition states on top 
of the fission barriers and the states in the well that separates the two barriers (the Class 
II states) were initially taken from [42], but to reproduce our data only the 0+, 0-, 1- and 
2+ Class II states were retained. In addition, seven other parameters were adjusted to our 
data: a normalization factor for the γSF [43], the heights and the widths of the two 
fission barriers, and the two temperature parameters of the Gilbert-Cameron formula at 
the fission-barrier deformations. The transition and Class II states, and the seven free 
parameters are the quantities to which σn,f(En) and σn,γ(En) are most sensitive. 
By individually varying the different parameters and comparing the resulting decay 
probabilities to our experimental data we made an initial coarse estimation of the 
parameter values and defined the parameter confidence intervals (CI) for a confidence 
level (CL) of 68%. Afterwards, a random sampling of all the parameter values was done 
assuming that they followed Gaussian distributions with a standard deviation equal to 
the CI. This led to thousands of calculations of Ps,f (E*) and Ps,γ (E*). A χ2 test was done 
(CL= 95%) that led to the selection of an ensemble including about 5% of the different 
sets of parameter combinations. The combination of parameters leading to the Ps,f (E*) 
and Ps,γ (E*) that minimized the χ2, see blue and red solid lines in Fig. 1, was used to 
calculate the neutron-induced cross sections. The latter cross sections are represented by 
the blue solid curves in Fig. 2. The associated uncertainties, shaded areas in blue around 
these curves, correspond to two times the root mean squared (RMS) deviation of the 
calculations obtained with the retained sets of parameter combinations. With the chosen 
uncertainties for σn,f  and σn,γ of 2·RMS our adjustment procedure converged and led to 
a first fission-barrier height of 5.98 ± 0.02 MeV and a second barrier height of 5.00 ± 
0.23 MeV. The widths of the first and second fission barriers are 0.83 ± 0.03 MeV and 
0.7 ± 0.1 MeV, respectively. These values are in good agreement with literature [40, 44, 
45]. 
The relative uncertainties of the calculated cross sections vary from 8% at En=100 keV 
to a maximum of 20% at En=5 MeV. They are smaller than the uncertainties obtained 
with the WE approximation. The reason is that the parameters were fixed using 
experimental points at ∗ well below Sn, whose uncertainties are significantly smaller 
than the ones at higher ∗, see Fig. 1. Note that for a fissile nucleus like 240Pu, whose 
fission barrier is lower than Sn, the range E* < Sn is not accessible in neutron-induced 
measurements and our decay probabilities provide unique and precious information to 
fix the parameters that determine the passage through the fission barrier.  
Our result for σn,f(En) agrees rather well with the available, directly-measured neutron-
induced cross sections and the evaluations. We also observe a fairly good agreement for 
σn,γ(En), although our data are generally somewhat above the neutron-induced data and 
evaluations, with the largest discrepancy of about 50% at 60 keV. Such a good level of 
agreement demonstrates that we have been able to account for the spin/parity 
differences between the considered surrogate and the neutron-induced reactions and 
obtain, for the first time, reliable results for both fission and radiative-capture cross 
sections. Therefore, the present work shows that surrogate reactions are a very powerful 
tool to fix key model parameters and provide good-quality predictions for neutron-
induced reaction cross sections of fissile and/or short-lived nuclei. In the near future, we 
foresee to apply the same approach to infer the neutron-induced cross sections of other 
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fissile nuclei like 242,244Pu. In the longer term, we will use surrogate reactions in inverse 
kinematics at storage rings to simultaneously measure the decay probabilities of all 
open decay channels for many short lived nuclei with high precision [46].   
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